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Abstract—In this paper, we present Bi-Modal Cache - a flex-
ible stacked DRAM cache organization which simultaneously
achieves several objectives: (i) improved cache hit ratio, (ii)
moving the tag storage overhead to DRAM, (iii) lower cache
hit latency than tags-in-SRAM, and (iv) reduction in off-chip
bandwidth wastage. The Bi-Modal Cache addresses the miss
rate versus off-chip bandwidth dilemma by organizing the data
in a bi-modal fashion - blocks with high spatial locality are
organized as large blocks and those with little spatial locality
as small blocks. By adaptively selecting the right granularity
of storage for individual blocks at run-time, the proposed
DRAM cache organization is able to make judicious use of
the available DRAM cache capacity as well as reduce the off-
chip memory bandwidth consumption. The Bi-Modal Cache
improves cache hit latency despite moving the metadata to
DRAM by means of a small SRAM based Way Locator. Further
by leveraging the tremendous internal bandwidth and capacity
that stacked DRAM organizations provide, the Bi-Modal Cache
enables efficient concurrent accesses to tags and data to reduce
hit time. Through detailed simulations, we demonstrate that
the Bi-Modal Cache achieves overall performance improvement
(in terms of Average Normalized Turnaround Time (ANTT))
of 10.8%, 13.8% and 14.0% in 4-core, 8-core and 16-core
workloads respectively.

I. INTRODUCTION

With increasing core counts in single-chip multiproces-

sors, off-chip memory has become a performance-limiting

factor from both latency and bandwidth perspectives. Due

to limited growth in pin counts, data access rates from

off-chip DRAM systems have not scaled to match the

demands of modern servers leading to the bandwidth wall

problem [1]. 3D die stacking [2] has emerged as a promising

alternative wherein DRAM memory dies are stacked on top

of a processor die using high bandwidth through-silicon-vias

(TSVs). Stacking offers 100s of MBs to even gigabytes of

DRAM capacity at very high bandwidth alleviating the off-

chip memory wall constraint.

Researchers have proposed to use this capacity as a very

large capacity last level cache. The proposed solutions, based

on the size of the DRAM cache block, fall under two

categories: fine-grained [3], [4] - in which the cache is

organized at the same block size as the last level SRAM

cache1(typically 64 or 128 bytes), and coarse-grained [5],
[6] - in which the DRAM cache blocks have much larger

1Abbreviated LLSC throughout the rest of this paper.

sizes (typically 2048 or 4096 bytes, not exceeding DRAM

page size). Fine-grained organizations incur prohibitively

high metadata storage overhead (of the order of many

megabytes) and thus forces the metadata to be stored in

the stacked DRAM itself. This increases the hit latency as

the accesses to tag and then data happen serially, incurring

multiple (at least two) DRAM accesses. The small block size

also fails to exploit the abundant spatial locality inherent at

this level, incurring higher cache miss rates. On the other-

hand, the fine-grained organization uses off-chip bandwidth

and cache capacity efficiently.

The coarse-grained organizations are characterized by

higher cache hit rates and lower metadata storage needs.

Metadata can be stored on SRAM thereby enabling faster

access times. Anticipating that stacked DRAM capacities

will grow, we argue that SRAM-based metadata will become

unaffordable, even for large block size. For example, a

DRAM cache of 1GB size organized as 1024 byte blocks

needs metadata storage of 4 MB, assuming a per-block

metadata overhead of 4 bytes. Further, the large block size

incurs wasted bandwidth by fetching un-used data into the

cache. This also causes under-utilization of cache space.

Going forward, the DRAM caches in scalable multi-

core architectures of the future would need to achieve

higher hit rates, have lower hit (and miss) latency, reduce

off-chip memory bandwidth wastage, and improve cache

space utilization. Meeting these objectives together is quite

challenging, and [5] proposes a scheme to have them all.

But can we have more?

Towards this goal, in this paper we propose the Bi-Modal
Cache. Bi-Modal Cache, as the name suggests organizes

the data with high spatial locality as large blocks and the

rest as small blocks. Bi-Modal Cache reduces wasted band-

width and improves cache space utilization by (i) accurately

identifying the spatial locality at the level of cache blocks

and storing them appropriately and (ii) learning the spatial

locality at the application level and identifying a judicious

mix of large and small blocks that matches the application

requirement.

Second, Bi-Modal Cache stores metadata on DRAM. We

overcome the DRAM tag access latency issue and improve

the average hit latency (compared to both tags-in-SRAM

and tags-in-DRAM) by two optimizations: (i) we introduce
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a small SRAM based way locator which helps avoid making

DRAM accesses for tags in a large majority of accesses, and

(ii) we perform parallel tag and data accesses on DRAM.

The resulting Bi-Modal Cache achieves high hit rate, low hit

latency, high cache-space utilization, and reduced (off-chip)

memory bandwidth.

Through extensive evaluation of the cache organization

on 4, 8 and 16-core workloads, we demonstrate that our

organization achieves lower average LLSC miss penalty than

other proposed organizations. Bi-Modal Cache achieves an

improvement in ANTT of 10.8%, 13.8% and 14.0% in 4-

core, 8-core and 16-core workloads respectively. These im-

provements are over an aggressive baseline, AlloyCache [4].

Further, compared to the recent Footprint Cache [5], Bi-
Modal Cache achieves an average reduction in latency of

12% and an ANTT improvement of 4.9%.

II. THE DESIGN SPACE OF DRAM CACHES

A. Overview of DRAM caches

By virtue of stacking and the inherent density of DRAM,

a DRAM cache provides a large capacity (typically 64MB

to even gigabytes) offering an unprecedented opportunity to

hold critical workload data on chip. The DRAM cache is

typically organized as a last level shared cache behind a

hierarchy of SRAM caches2. A DRAM cache offers large

capacity caches at lower power unlike L1, L2 caches that are

implemented using SRAM. However DRAM cache design

requires careful attention to access latency since a typical

DRAM access requires activating a row of cells, sensing

this charge and finally transmitting the sensed data over

a bus. Since row activation has drained the corresponding

capacitors, a precharge operation is required to restore the

charge back on these capacitors.

B. Design Space

Performance of DRAM cache is determined by the fol-

lowing parameters:

Metadata Storage: The large capacities offered by DRAM

caches require higher metadata (tags, valid, dirty bits, re-

cency bits etc) storage requirements which can run into

multiple megabytes. For instance, assuming a tag overhead

of 4 bytes per cache block, a 256MB cache organized at

64B block-size requires as much as 16MB of metadata to be

stored. Obviously committing this much storage in SRAM

is costly and energy expensive3. Several researchers have

proposed to address this issue by techniques such as larger

cache block sizes or by moving the metadata storage to the

DRAM cache itself [3], [4].

Cache Block Size: Larger block sizes (e.g., 2KB or 4KB)

reduce metadata overhead and also exploit spatial locality

2In this work, the DRAM cache is located behind a cache-coherent shared
cache and thus does not handle coherence related events.

3The tag storage overhead may even exceed the total size of the last-level
SRAM cache.
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Figure 1: Miss Rates Fall with Increasing Block Sizes

very well. However, they suffer from two issues: (i) cache

misses consume large off-chip bandwidth to fetch large

blocks, and (ii) in the absence of sufficient spatial locality,

they waste cache capacity.

Set Associativity: Associativity generally improves cache

hit rates by reducing conflict misses, thereby improving the

likelihood of retaining useful blocks longer. In the context of

DRAM caches, we find that associativity itself does not have

a significant bearing on hit rate – an observation that other

researchers have also made [7], [4]. However, associativity

is important in the sense of providing the substrate for

implementing non trivial block allocation and replacement

policies.

These parameters interact to influence cache hit rate, row-

buffer hit rate, hit latency, and off-chip bandwidth. We

discuss these interactions below:

Achieving High Cache Hit Rates: In Figure 1, we plot

the miss rates observed in several quad-core workloads4 at

7 different block sizes: 64B, 128B, 256B, 512B, 1024B,

2048B and 4096B. For most workloads, the miss rate nearly

halves with doubling of block size indicating that DRAM

caches should be organized with large block sizes to leverage

spatial locality.

Reducing Cache Hit Time: Hit time is governed by tag

lookup as well as data access times. In the works of [4],

[3], metadata is placed along with data on DRAM rows.

In [3], the cache is organized as 29-way set-associative.

Through Compound Access Scheduling, both the tags and

data are accessed via multiple column accesses once the row

has been activated. In [4], a direct mapped organization

with co-located tag and data is proposed to reduce hit

latency but requires a larger burst to retrieve both in a

single access. Further, it strictly limits the organization to

64B block size and direct-mapping. In [5], the metadata

is placed on SRAM. Thus, tag lookup is performed first

and then a single DRAM access is made to retrieve data (if

there was a tag match). Even here, tag and data accesses are

sequential, incurring high latency. Further, a large tag RAM

store incurs latency of several cycles even on SRAM making

the serialized accesses undesirable. In a recent paper [8]5,

the tags are held on DRAM in a configuration similar to that

4Details of workloads and experimental setup are presented in Section IV.
5The work in [8] is independent and concurrent to ours.
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Figure 2: Distribution of Blocks with Different Utilizations

in [3] and a small SRAM tag cache is introduced to cache

all tags of recently accessed sets. If the tag cache achieves

high hit rate, and is small in size, then the hit time can be

reduced.

Improving Cache Space Utilization: Small blocks use

cache space effectively but at the cost of high metadata

storage. They also do not exploit spatial locality and incur

frequent cache misses. Large blocks on the otherhand may

“commit” space in the cache without fully using every byte

allocated to it. This block-internal fragmentation results in

inefficient utilization of capacity and causes more misses

with resulting increase in off-chip traffic. Thus we argue

that cache space utilization also needs to be improved to

effectively reduce the off-chip bandwidth.

In order to understand the extent of internal fragmentation,

we tracked the utilization of each 64B sub-block in 512B

DRAM cache blocks and computed the fractions of blocks

that had different amounts of utilization. Utilization varies

from 1
8 (corresponding to just 1 sub-block being referenced)

all the way upto 1 (when all 8 sub-blocks were referenced by

the CPU). Figure 2 plots the fractions of blocks of different

utilizations. While some workloads (noticeably Q2, Q4 and

Q5) have over 90% of blocks with 100% utilization, others

(noticeably Q7, Q8, Q19 and Q23) have < 30% of such

blocks. Thus always allocating large blocks results in wasted

cache space. It also leads to wasted over-fetch from main

memory.

This motivates our bi-modal organization that uses two

block sizes to achieve the dual objectives of improving hit

rate, and improving space utilization/bandwidth reduction.

Associativity has only a minor impact: Lastly, we exam-

ine the role played by set associativity on large last level

caches. Much like prior work [7], [3], we find that hit

rates do not significantly improve with higher associativity.

Thus, given the cost of implementing high set associativity

(multiple tag comparisons, and maintaining recency infor-

mation), we argue that a reasonably modest associativity

is good enough to capture any additional cache hits to be

gained. Having some associativity proves to be beneficial in

constructing adaptive cache management schemes - such as

being able to control block replacement, block insertion and

block sizing.

III. Bi-Modal Cache ORGANIZATION

A. Overview

Bi-Modal Cache stores metadata on DRAM anticipating

the need to manage very large DRAM caches with multi-

megabyte metadata storage requirements. The cache orga-

nization boosts performance by two independent optimiza-

tions. First, in contrast to fixed sized blocks, our organization

is bi-modal - some big blocks and some small blocks. By

predicting a block’s spatial utilization, the cache is able to

decide and fill the cache miss as a big way or as a small

way. This not only reduces off-chip bandwidth demand but

also reduces block-internal fragmentation. Second, Bi-Modal
Cache improves the average access latency over both the

tags-in-DRAM as well as the tags-in-SRAM organizations.

It does so by looking up the metadata and data in parallel

(much like conventional SRAM based L1 caches) by storing

metadata on its own DRAM bank/channel. This design also

helps improve row-buffer locality for metadata accesses.

Further, by introducing an efficient and accurate (high hit-

rate) Way Locator in SRAM for tag look-up, this organiza-

tion ensures that only data accesses are performed on DRAM

for the majority of accesses. The Way Locator caches the

tags and data locations of the most recently accessed blocks

for a subset of heavily accessed sets.

Access to Bi-Modal Cache starts with a tag look-up in

the Way Locator. A hit in the Way Locator determines the

location in DRAM where the data is available; a subsequent

access fetches the data from DRAM. A miss in Way Locator

leads to accessing the tag and data from DRAM. Here, Bi-
Modal Cache enables efficient access of tags and the opening

of the corresponding data page in DRAM concurrently.

Figure 3 compares Bi-Modal Cache with other related

schemes in terms of latency breakdown (per access). The

AlloyCache provides a low-latency baseline by fetching tag

and data together in a single big burst (72 bytes). However

this comes at the cost of a higher cache miss rate due

to the small block size (see Figure 1). The tags-in-SRAM

organization (Footprint-Cache) has a slightly higher latency

than the AlloyCache scheme since large SRAM storage

access is costlier than an additional data transfer. While

the ATCache achieves low hit latency corresponding to tag-

cache hits, it suffers from low tag-cache hit rates due to

high associativity and 64B block size. Thus its average

latency is high. In Bi-Modal Cache the way locator achieves

a high hit rate (> 90% in quad and 8-core) resulting in

very few DRAM accesses for tags. On way locator misses,

Bi-Modal Cache leverages the high RBH in the metadata

bank to reduce tag+data access time by issuing parallel tag

and data accesses. In Section V we show that in practice a



Figure 3: Latency Reduction with Bi-Modal Cache

combination of high DRAM cache hit rate, way locator hit

rate, and high RBH in the metadata bank combine to achieve

a lower LLSC miss latency than all the other schemes.

Taken together, these optimizations simultaneously

achieve improvements in hit latency, cache hit rate, row-

buffer hit rate, off-chip bandwidth and cache space utiliza-

tion. This results in achieving the lowest average LLSC miss

penalty.

Table I summarizes these features and compares Bi-Modal
Cache to prior organizations.

B. Bi-Modal Blocks: Design for Bandwidth and Cache
Space Utilization

1) Cache Organization: We propose to organize the data

at two granularities - big blocks (512B) and small blocks

(64B). Intuitively, big blocks are preferred for data that

has high spatial utilization and small blocks for the rest.

A static partitioning of the cache to hold a fixed number of

big and small blocks would be sub-optimal and very rigid

considering that different workloads have widely different

spatial utilizations (see Figure 2) and these utilization levels

are likely to vary over time even for a single workload. Thus

we organize each cache set to be bi-modal - i.e., each cache

set can hold X big and Y small blocks upto the size of

the set. Thus the “state” of a set at any time is denoted as

(X,Y ).
A set in state (X,Y ) has (X + Y ) ways and is thus

(X + Y )-way associative. Given the limited benefit of high

associativity for large DRAM caches [4], [7], we prefer

to limit the maximum associativity permitted by restricting

the number of small ways. For a set of size 2KB, the

allowed set states are {(4, 0), (3, 8), (2, 16)}. The size of

a set is chosen to map its contents to reside within one

DRAM page to avoid having to access multiple DRAM

pages6. Similarly, for a 4KB set, the allowed states are

{(8, 0), (7, 8), (6, 16), (5, 24), (4, 32)}.

Set Data Layout: A set’s data maps to a DRAM page.

Data for the big ways are stored adjacent to each other

followed by data for the small ways. Further, in order

to correctly identify the column address of a way, we

number the big ways left-to-right with way-0 in the leftmost

columns; small ways are numbered right-to-left with way-0

in the rightmost columns of the page.

Cache Indexing and Metadata Layout: In our organi-

zation, the number of sets is fixed while set associativity

can vary over time on a per set basis. Thus the indexing

scheme that maps an address to set index is the same as in

a conventional cache. Specifically, for a cache of size C, and

set size S, there are 2M = C
S sets. For a physical address

space that uses A bits, the least 9 bits are used for offset

(since the big block size is 512B), followed by next M set-

index bits, and the remaining (A − M − 9) bits being the

tag bits. For small blocks, in addition to these tag bits, the 3
high-order offset bits are also stored to ensure correct match.

In the metadata bank, for each set, we store its state (X,Y )
followed by tag bits for the big blocks followed by the tag

bits for the small blocks. There are upto 18 tags per set as

the maximum number of blocks per set is 18 when the set

in the (2, 16) state. Figure 4 shows the data layouts in the

6Accesses to multiple DRAM pages within a bank introduces additional
access latency.



Attribute Loh-Hill AlloyCache ATCache Footprint Cache Bi-Modal Cache
Block Size 64B 64B 64B 2048B Two sizes (512B, 64B)

Associativity Yes (29 way) Only direct-mapped Yes (16-way) Yes (Fixed) Yes (4–18 ways)

Metadata On DRAM On DRAM On DRAM On SRAM On DRAM

Metadata Overhead High High High Low Low

SRAM storage High Low Low Low Low
(for caches/predictors)

DRAM cache High - Low - High - Moderate - Low -
Hit Latency (Multiple DRAM (1 DRAM access (Moderate Tag (Sequential (High Way Locator

Accesses for with a larger Cache Hit Rate, Tag, then Data) Hit Rate, 2-Way
Tag then Data) burst for Large Associative Search, Parallel

tag+data) Search) Tag+Data on Miss)

DRAM cache Hit Rate Low Low Low High High

Avg LLSC High Moderate High Low Low
Miss Latency

Wasted Off-Chip No No No Low Low
Bandwidth

Block Internal No No No High Reduced
Fragmentation

Table I: How Bi-Modal Cache compares to existing DRAM cache organizations

Figure 4: Data and Metadata Layouts in DRAM

metadata and data banks. The figure shows 2 channels, 8

banks per channel and with a bank in each channel holding

metadata for the data in the other channel. Each page of the

data banks holds a set of size 2KB. A sample set in the

(3, 8) state is shown.

2) Data and Metadata in Separate Banks: Unlike prior

schemes wherein the metadata is interleaved with data on

the same DRAM rows, we propose to store the metadata on

a separate DRAM bank on-chip. Stacked DRAM organiza-

tions provide tremendous bandwidth as well as capacity and

we leverage these to dedicate one of the banks to hold all the

metadata per channel. A typical DRAM stack has multiple

(4–8) data channels that can access many banks (8–16 per

channel), and thus it permits two concurrent accesses on two

different channels. By mapping the metadata for data banks

belonging to one channel onto a bank of another channel,

concurrent access of metadata and data can be achieved. We

issue a tag access operation on the metadata bank in parallel

to activating the row in the bank that holds the corresponding

set data7. This avoids the “tags-then-data” serializtion. This

7On the data bank, we only open the row in anticipation of a DRAM
cache hit, we do not make a data access until tags are checked. This is
unlike traditional SRAM based parallel tag/data accesses.

organization requires no hardware modification and can be

implemented over existing stacked DRAMs.

This organization has an important advantage. It signif-

icantly improves the row-buffer hit rate of the metadata

bank(s). By keeping only metadata in the DRAM pages of

a bank, the “density” of metadata per DRAM page goes up

increasing the likelihood of finding more row-buffer hits.

To quantify this, consider an organization of the cache with

64B block size, DRAM page size of 2KB and 4B metadata

per cache block. If the metadata is stored alongside data in

the same pages, then 29 blocks (and their metadata) could

be stored per page (as in [4]). A channel typically has 8–16

banks, and thus the interleaved scheme will have only 232–

464 metadata entries in open row-buffers per channel8. On

the other hand, if the metadata was stored separately, we can

store 512 metadata entries per page increasing the likelihood

of getting more row-buffer hits. As shown in Section V-E

this scheme achieves higher RBH for metadata resulting in

hit latency reduction.

3) Block Size Predictor: The decision on whether to fetch

big or small blocks is facilitated by the block size predictor.

The block size predictor comprises of two components: a

tracker, to measure the actual spatial utilization levels seen,

and a predictor which uses the information supplied by the

tracker to make predictions for future cache misses.

Tracking Spatial Utilization: Spatial utilization is mea-

sured by tracking the utilization of 64-byte sub-blocks

allocated in sets that the block size predictor samples. In

particular, it allocates a utilization bit vector (8 bits for a 512

byte block, one for each 64B sub-block) for each sampled

way and sets a bit to true whenever the corresponding sub-

block is accessed by the CPU. When a way gets evicted,

its utilization bit vector is used to update the Block Size
Predictor. The utilization bit vector is then cleared to obtain

utilization data for the incoming block. To reduce the storage

8With larger sized blocks, the number of metadata entries per DRAM
page in the interleaved organization falls further.



overhead of tracking, we use the idea of set-sampling [9].

The tracker monitors the utilization of all the big blocks

in these sampled sets. We monitored about 4% of the sets

resulting in a storage overhead of ≈ 20KB for a 256MB

Cache.

Block Size Predictor: The size predictor uses the utiliza-

tion bit vector to decide if the sampled way is to be classified

as a big or small block. It does so by comparing the number

of bits set to true against a configurable threshold level, T .

If the number of set bits is ≥ T , then the way is classified

as big, else classified small. A high value of T requires

higher utilization levels for blocks to be classified big. In

our setup, we set T to 5 (maximum is 8 since there are

eight 64B blocks in a 512B block)9.

The predictor is implemented as a table in SRAM com-

prising 2P entries indexed by P bits from the N tag and set

index bits. Each entry contains a 2-bit saturating counter. If

successive updates to an entry are in the same direction, then

the counter is decremented to saturate at “00” (predict small)
or incremented to saturate at “11” (predict big). The storage

requirements are quite modest: a predictor with P = 16
needs only 2× 216 = 128K bits (i.e., 16KB).

4) Adapting Associativity in Each Set: Next we describe

how the number of big and small blocks in each set is

adapted.

Adapting Cache-wide State: The DRAM cache controller

maintains a cache-wide global state (Xglob, Yglob) denoting

the number of big and small blocks to maintain on a per-set

basis. (Xglob, Yglob) is initialized to (4, 0) and is periodically

updated using a pair of counters - Dbig , Dsmall - which keep

track of the demand for big and small blocks respectively.

We update the global state after each interval comprising

of 1M DRAM cache accesses. Demand is measured as the

number of DRAM cache misses suffered for each type of

block size and is updated at corresponding miss events.

We let R = W × Dsmall

Dbig
where W denotes a weight. R

is compared to the current ratio of small-versus-big ways
Yglob

Xglob
to adapt the global state. The weight W helps control

the preference for big/small blocks. Setting W < 1 boosts

the preference for bigger blocks. We found that in practice,

setting W = 0.75 provided a good tradeoff. The controller

updates its global state using the rules below:

• If R >
Yglob

Xglob
: then increase the quota for small blocks,

i.e., set Xglob = Xglob − 1;Yglob = Yglob + 8

• If R <
(Yglob−8)
(Xglob+1) : then increase the quota for big

blocks, i.e., set Xglob = Xglob + 1;Yglob = Yglob − 8
• Otherwise the state remains as before at (Xglob, Yglob).

The storage overhead in implementing this control is

negligible: two counters to track demand, two counters to

maintain current prediction of cache state, and a register to

store the weight.

9T could be adjusted at run-time but that is beyond the scope of this
work.

Comparison Predicted: Predicted:
Outcome Big Block Small Block

Xs = Xglob, Replace a Replace a
Ys = Yglob big block small block

Xs < Xglob, Evict 8 small blocks Replace a
Ys > Yglob and insert big block. small block

Xs > Xglob, Replace a Evict a big block
Ys < Yglob big block and insert small block.

Table II: Block Replacement in Bi-Modal Cache

Adapting Per-Set State: The controller also initializes all

cache blocks as big blocks - i.e., state (Xs, Ys) of each

set S is (4, 0). At the time of a cache miss, the global

state (Xglob, Yglob) is compared to the set state (Xs, Ys).
Based on the outcome of the state comparison, appropriate

allocation and replacement decisions are taken as shown in

Table II. These steps essentially try to align the state of

the set to the global state. We note that if the set state has

to change, then the evicted/allocated block(s) must be the

highest numbered way(s). Since the off-chip miss is the long

pole, implementing the above replacement scheme will not

become latency critical.

5) Handling Writebacks: Writebacks from the DRAM

cache to the main memory are handled at 64B granularity

by maintaining dirty bits for every 64B block inside the

512B block. Thus when a big dirty block is evicted, the

writebacks are performed only for the 64B sub-blocks that

are dirty. Note however that the entire big block is removed

from the cache.

C. Way Locator - Design for Hit Latency Reduction

We introduce a Way Locator in SRAM which caches

the way IDs of the most recent accesses to DRAM cache

sets. The key observation that guides the design of our way

locator is that in a large low-level cache, most cache hits

are to the most recently used ways. This observation is

supported by Figure 5 which shows the fraction of cache

hits at various MRU (Most Recently Used) positions in an 8-

way associative cache for several eight-core workloads . On

average, more than 94% of hits are to the top 2 MRU ways.

Similar observations were made even on 16-core workloads

sharing the DRAM cache. Thus, it suffices to record the 2
most recently accessed ways for each set.

1) Way Locator Design: The way locator is a small 2-

way set associative cache. It is a table indexed using K
(out of N ) bits drawn from the tag and set index bits of

the incoming address. We chose not to use the PC of the

instruction causing the access since it requires the PC value

(and associated core-id) to be passed through 2-3 levels

of memory hierarchy to the DRAM cache controller. As

shown in Figure 6, for each index there are 2 entries, with

each entry consisting of a valid bit, a block size bit (to

denote big/small), remaining set+tag bits as well as the 3

leading bits of the offset, and a way identification number.

For every access, the way locator is looked up using the
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Figure 6: Design of the Way Locator

K-bit index and the 2 entries at that index are compared

against the incoming address. If a match is found, then the

corresponding way identification number is used to compute

the column location of the data on the DRAM row and

a DRAM access is initiated. Note that our way locator

design ensures that it never makes any wrong predictions.

By comparing all of the required address bits against stored

entries, it ensures that there are no mis-predictions and hence

no wasted DRAM accesses.

The way locator is updated whenever it misses. The way

id of the accessed block is inserted to the way locator. In

case of a cache block eviction, its way information is evicted

from the way locator.

2) Way Locator Storage Requirements: Way Locator la-

tency is governed by the size of the SRAM storage needed.

In Table III we list the storage needs and latencies at various

table sizes and DRAM cache sizes. The latency values are

obtained using CACTII [10] at 22nm. The latencies of way

locator lookup are smaller than those associated with looking

up large SRAM tag stores [5] (6 cycles for 1MB, 7 for 2MB

and 9 cycles for 4MB in CACTII 22nm).

Thus, while the techniques employed in the Bi-Modal
Cache are well-known, they are orchestrated in an effective

manner to design a flexible DRAM cache organization that

achieves significant performance and that can continue to

benefit with scaling DRAM cache size.

Num. 128M Cache, 256M Cache, 512M Cache,

entries (2 × 2K ) 4GB mem 8GB mem 16GB mem

K=10, 5.9KB 6.14KB 6.4KB
2K entries 1 cycle 1 cycle 1 cycle

K=12, 21.5KB 22.5KB 23.5KB
8K entries 1 cycle 1 cycle 1 cycle

K=14, 77.8KB 81.9KB 86KB
32K entries 1 cycle 1 cycle 1 cycles

K=16, 278.5KB 294.9KB 311.3KB
128K entries 2 cycles 2 cycles 2 cycles

Table III: Way Locator Storage and Latency

D. Accessing the Bi-Modal Cache

Putting things together, in this section, we describe how

an access takes place in the Bi-Modal Cache. There are three

distinct cases, depending on whether the access is a hit in

way-locator, miss in way-locator but a DRAM cache hit, or

miss in the DRAM cache.

1) Way Locator Hit: If the way locator indicates a match,

we just access the corresponding data bank’s way on DRAM.

Eliminating Metadata Accesses: The way locator enables

an important optimization - a way locator hit can altogether

eliminate DRAM metadata access. Since a hit prediction

is always correct (i.e., it is a DRAM cache hit and data

is indeed present in the indicated way), there is no need

for reading the metadata. Metadata updates may still be

needed like in any cache management scheme (recency

information or setting a dirty bit in case of a write). In our

implementation, we do not maintain strict LRU and thus

we do not update the metadata on every access. Since the

way locator provides the top 2 MRU ways, our replacement

scheme is “random-not-recent” - randomly replace a way

that is not one of the top 2 MRU ways. It may be noted

that since the way locator may have fewer entries than the

number of sets, it can not provide MRU data for every

set. In cases where the way locator does not hold top-2

MRU locations for a given set, a random way of that set is

replaced. This scheme does well given the limited demand

for older ways in large low level caches. With this, the

Bi-Modal Cache eliminates accesses to the metadata bank

whenever there is a way locator hit for DRAM cache reads.

For writes, we update the dirty bits in the metadata bank but

this is not in the critical path of data access.

2) Way Locator Miss, DRAM cache Hit: If there was

a way locator miss, then the DRAM metadata bank is

accessed, and all the tags are read. Since our design limits

the highest associativity to 18 (in (2, 16) state), we are able

to read all the tags and associated attributes (big/small bits,

additional offset bits for small ways) from DRAM in 2

DRAM bursts (each burst fetches 64 bytes)10. In parallel,

the row in the bank that holds data for this set is activated.

Once the tags are matched and a match is found, a DRAM

column access is issued to the open row.

10In case of 4KB sets, the max. associativity is 36, and requires 3 DRAM
bursts



3) DRAM cache Miss: If the access is a cache miss11,

then the DRAM cache controller first predicts the size of the

block to be fetched from main memory using the block size

predictor. Based on the predicted block size, the appropriate

fetch is initiated from the off-chip memory.

4) Hit Latency Reduction with Way Locator: In order

to understand the hit latency reduction of Bi-Modal Cache
we have to examine the average tag access time which is

dependent on the SRAM storage size (which determines

the tag lookup time ttag hit), SRAM way locator hit rate

htag hit, and DRAM cache metadata lookup time ttag miss.

We may express the average tag access latency as:

ttag access = htag hit ∗ ttag hit + (1− htag hit) ∗ ttag miss

ttag miss ≈ rtag row hit ∗ ttag col read + (1− rtag row hit)∗
(ttag precharge + ttag row open + ttag col read)

For illustration, consider a 256MB DRAM cache over a

40-bit address space. A tags-in-SRAM organization can be

modeled using the above equations as a tag store with

htag hit = 100% and ttag hit = 7 cycles. The way locator

has a smaller SRAM storage and thus incurs a smaller

ttag hit of 1 cycle at a table size of 120KB. At a DRAM

access timing of 10ns (32 cycles of a 3.2GHz processor), the

way locator needs to achieve htag hit of atleast 78% to per-

form better than the tags-in-SRAM organization. This model

reveals the importance of achieving high htag hit as well

as reducing ttag miss for a cached-metadata organization

to outperform the tags-in-SRAM. Bi-Modal Cache achieves

htag hit > 90% by leveraging spatial locality and caching

only the top-2 MRU blocks of sets (see Section V-F).

Further, Bi-Modal Cache reduces ttag miss by over 30%
(compared to a co-located tags and data scheme) by issuing

tag reads to a dedicated metadata bank which has a higher

average RBH (rtag row hit) compared to data banks (see

Section V-E). With a high hit-rate in Way Locator and high

RBH for metadata accesses, Bi-Modal Cache achieves an

average tag access latency of 3.6 cycles, which is nearly half

the average latency of a tags-in-SRAM organization.

IV. EVALUATION METHODOLOGY

We evaluated the performance benefits of Bi-Modal
Cache using multiprogrammed workloads running on the

GEM5 [12] simulation infrastructure to which we integrated

detailed models of stacked DRAM caches and off-chip

memory. The memory models faithfully account for all the

significant timing and functional characteristics including

hierarchical DRAM organization, key timing parameters

(including refresh), data bus widths, and clock frequencies.

The memory controller models implement all the key param-

eters, including command & data queues, request scheduling

11We have not used a miss predictor. Works in [3], [4] propose SRAM
based miss predictors which we could also deploy. This is an orthogonal
optimization aimed at miss latency.

Processor 3.2 GHz OOO Alpha ISA

L1I Cache 32kB private, 64B blocks, Direct-mapped, 2 cycle hit latency

L1D Cache 32kB private, 64B blocks, 2-way set-associative, 2 cycle hit latency

L2 Cache For 4/8/16 cores: 4MB/8MB/16MB, 8-way/16-way/32-way,
128/256/512 MSHRs, 64-byte blocks, 7/9/12 cycles hit latency

AlloyCache For 4/8/16 cores: 128MB/256MB/512MB, Direct-Mapped,
(Baseline) 64-byte blocks, MAP-I Predictor (1KB),

Memory in 2/4/8 Channels
Total of 16/32/64 DRAM banks, 2KB page,
128-bit bus width, 1.6GHz, CL-nRCD-nRP=9-9-9

BiModal 512/64B blocks, 2KB Set Size,
DRAM cache Way Locator: 77.8KB/81.9KB/86KB

Size Predictor and Tracker: 32KB/36KB/46KB
All the rest same as AlloyCache Baseline
(Note: BiModal did not employ MAP-I miss predictor)

Memory For 4/8/16 cores: 1/2/4 off-chip data channels
Controller Each MC: 64-bit interface to channel, 256-entry command queue

FR FCFS scheduling [11], open-page policy
Address-interleaving: row-rank-bank-mc-column

Off-Chip For 4/8/16 cores: 4GB/8GB/16GB main memory using:
DRAM DDR3-1600H, BL (cycles)=4, CL-nRCD-nRP=9-9-9

in 2/4/8 ranks, 16/32/64 banks
Refresh related: TREFI of 7.8us and TRFC of 280nCK

Table IV: CMP configuration

algorithms, and signalling commands to the memory. For

quad-core workloads, timing simulations were run for 1

billion instructions on each core after fast-forwarding the

first 10 billion instructions to allow for sufficient warm-up.

As is the norm, when a core finishes its timing simulation,

it continues to execute until all the cores have completed12.

In case of 8 and 16-core workloads, due to the amount of

simulation time required, we collected statistics on timing

runs of 500M and 250M instructions per core respectively.

In all cases, the total instructions simulated across all the

cores amount to more than 4B.

In addition to timing simulations, we explored several

design parameters/design choices of interest using a trace-

based DRAM cache simulator. Traces were collected from

GEM5 simulations of 4, 8, and 16-core architectures running

for 75 billion instructions on each core. This has resulted

in 120M – 450M accesses to the DRAM cache, with an

average of 310M DRAM cache accesses per workload. The

trace-driven simulator facilitated a comprehensive analysis

of cache hit rate, RBH, way locator hit rate, block size

predictor accuracy, cache space utilization and bandwidth

across a wide range of DRAM cache parameters including

cache size, block size, associativity, predictor table size and

thresholds.

Our workloads are comprised of programs from SPEC

2000 and SPEC 2006 benchmark [13] suites. The 4, 8

and 16-core multiprogrammed workloads are listed in Ta-

ble V. These benchmarks were carefully combined to create

workloads with high, moderate and low levels of memory
intensity13 to ensure a representative mix. Workloads marked

with a “*” in Table V have high memory intensity (LLSC
miss rate ≥ 10%). We also measured the footprints of these

12The statistics are collected only during the first 1 Billion instructions.
13Intensity was measured in terms of the last-level SRAM cache miss

rate.



Quad-Core Workloads
*Q1:(462,459,470,433), *Q2:(429,183,462,459), *Q3:(181,435,197,473),
Q4:(429,462,471,464), *Q5:(470,437,187,300), *Q6:(462,470,473,300),
*Q7:(459,464,183,433), Q8:(410,464,445,433), Q9:(462,459,445,410),

*Q10:(429,456,450,459), Q11:(181,186,300,177), Q12:(168,401,435,464),
Q13:(434,435,437,171), *Q14:(444,445,459,462),Q15:(401,410,178,177),
Q16:(300,254,255,470), *Q17:(171,181,464,465), Q18:(464,450,465,473),
*Q19:(453,433,458,410), Q20:(462,471,254,186),Q21:(462,191,433,437),
Q22:(197,168,179,187), Q23:(401,473,435,177),Q24:(416,429,454,175)

Q25:(254,172,178,188)

Eight Core Workloads
E1:(462,459,433,456,464,473,450,445), *E2:(300,456,470,179,464,473,450,445),
*E3:(168,183,437,401,450,435,445,458), *E4:(187,172,173,410,470,433,444,177),

E5:(434,435,450,453,462,471,164,186), E6:(416,473,401,172,177,178,179,435),
*E7:(437,459,445,454,456,465,171,197), E8:(183,179,433,454,464,435,444,458),

*E9:(183,462,450,471,473,433,254,168), *E10:(300,173,178,187,188,191,410,171),
*E11:(470,177,168,434,410,172,464,171),E12:(459,473,444,453,450,197,175,164),
E13:(471,462,186,254,465,445,410,179),*E14:(187,470,401,416,433,437,456,454),
*E15:(300,458,462,470,433,172,191,471),E16:(183,473,401,435,188,434,164,427)

Sixteen Core Workloads
*S1:(462,459,433,456,464,473,450,445,453,179,183,168,416,434,444,191)
*S2:(435,465,471,164,186,434,416,256,172,177,178,437,454,171,197,458)
S3:(462,473,254,168,183,453,300,173,187,178,188,410,171,434,470,191)

*S4:(470,177,464,171,172,168,434,410,175,164,444,450,254,465,179,471)
S5:(410,433,189,187,177,173,300,255,254,471,458,456,454,437,444,434)
S6:(191,189,177,183,179,168,470,164,470,464,459,450,435,256,416,445)

Table V: Workloads

workloads in terms of the number of distinct 64B blocks

accessed. The average memory footprints in 4-core and 8-

core workloads are 990MB and 2.1GB respectively. We

also found that on average 87% of all the DRAM cache

misses are due to capacity/conflict. Thus our workloads are

sufficiently exercising the DRAM cache.

System performance is measured using the ANTT [14]

metric, defined as: ANTT = 1
n

∑n
i=1

CMP
i

CSP
i

, where CMP
i

and CSP
i denote the cycles taken by the ith program when

running in a multi-programmed workload and when running

standalone, respectively.

The details of our baseline architecture and variants

explored are listed in Table IV. Our baseline DRAM cache

architecture is the AlloyCache organization [4].

V. RESULTS

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the Bi-
Modal Cache and compare it with other schemes.

A. System Performance

Figure 7 shows the performance improvement that Bi-
Modal Cache achieves over the baseline in 4-core, 8-

core and 16-core workloads. Note that the baseline is

aggressive - it is a low-latency direct-mapped organization

with interleaved tags and data to achieve efficient read-

out of both from a single DRAM row. Bi-Modal Cache
achieves on average, gains in ANTT of 10.8%, 13.8%
and 14.0% respectively in 4, 8 and 16-core workloads. In

order to understand the sources of these performance gains,

we ran experiments with 2 additional configurations: Bi-
Modal-Only - this configuration implements only bi-modal

caching and no way location, and Way-Locator-Only - this

configuration implements only way location on fixed sized

(512B) blocks, and no bi-modality. Figure 8(a) shows the

improvements in performance for all 3 configurations on 8-

core workloads. As we can see, both components of the

Bi-Modal Cache design, namely its ability to support and

adapt to two different cache block sizes and its ability to

locate the way quickly and access the data (without tag

search) for a large majority of the accesses, independently

yield significant performance benefits.

B. Improving Cache Hit Rate

The baseline scheme (AlloyCache) is organized as 64B

blocks and as shown earlier in Figure 1, this has significantly

lower cache hit rates. A fixed 512B block size greatly im-

proves hit rates (average gain: 29%) by leveraging inherent

spatial locality. As shown in Figure 8(b), the Bi-Modal
Cache further improves hit rates (average gain: 38%) via

improved cache space utilization.

C. Reducing Access Latency

We measured the cache hit and miss latencies observed

at the DRAM cache controller, including the time for way

location and delays caused by contention. We compare the

average access latency (i.e., average LLSC miss penalty)

with several other schemes in Figure 8(c). Bi-Modal Cache
achieves lower average latency (22.9%) over the baseline by

virtue of a higher cache hit rate despite having nearly the

same hit-latency as baseline.
1) Comparison with Footprint-Cache and ATCache:

Footprint Cache [5] (FPC) organizes data in the form of

large (1024B or 2048B) blocks and thereby manages to store

metadata on SRAM. Only predicted sub-blocks of these

large blocks are fetched into the cache to reduce wasted

off-chip bandwidth. Further, it bypasses blocks predicted to

have just one CPU reference to it. Bi-Modal Cache has 2

benefits over FPC. One, FPC incurs a higher tag lookup

latency. Two, FPC commits large block space in the cache

whenever its predictor indicates a utilization of ≥ 2 fine-

grain blocks (64B size). Given that a good fraction of blocks

(average of 18% for our workloads) have utilization levels

≥ 2 but < 8 (see Figure 2), this causes internal wastage

within a block and results in additional cache misses due to

a virtually smaller cache. Bi-Modal Cache achieves average

latency improvement of 12% over FPC resulting in 4.9% in

ANTT (details not shown due to space restriction).

Finally, as compared to the ATCache [8]14, our scheme

achieves a higher way locator hit rate than the tag-cache

hit rate in the ATCache, higher DRAM cache hit rate (due

to larger blocks) and lower DRAM hit latency resulting

in significant latency improvement (26.5%). This translates

to ANTT improvement of 14.8%. Thus Bi-Modal Cache
achieves latency reduction over both tags-in-SRAM and

tags-in-DRAM organizations by simultaneously improving

cache hit rates and reducing hit latency.

14Our implementation used PG = 8.
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Figure 7: Overall System Performance Improvement with Bi-Modal Cache
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Figure 8: Understanding Performance Improvement with Bi-Modal Cache

D. Reducing Wasted Bandwidth

Bi-modality achieves a significant reduction in wasted

bandwidth (more than 60%) compared to a fixed block size

organization. Figure 9(a) plots the wastage in the fixed-512B

block size organization and that incurred in the Bi-Modal
Cache for 8-core workloads. In particular, the workloads

E8, E12, E14 and E15 that suffered significant wastage

in the fixed block size configuration have considerably

benefited. On average, Bi-Modal Cache achieves savings of

67%, 62% and 71% in 4-core, 8-core and 16-core workloads

over the fixed 512B block-size organization. These savings

are substantial both from reducing contention on the off-

chip bus (and thereby reducing miss latency) as well from

an energy point-of-view.

As compared to the 64B baseline [3] that incurs no

wasted off-chip bandwidth, the Bi-Modal Cache incurs only

an additional 3.7% and 4.4% bandwidth in quad-core and

eight-core respectively. Thus, Bi-Modal Cache is able to

leverage a large block size without incurring significant

additional bandwidth. A stricter threshold (T > 5) can be

used to reduce this additional bandwidth consumption. In

comparison to FPC [5], our organization reduces off-chip

bandwidth consumption by 7.2% and 7.7% in quad-core

and eight-core respectively. These savings are a result of

improving cache utilization.

E. Improving the Metadata Row-Buffer Hit Rate

As discussed in Section III, by separating out the metadata

into its own bank the DRAM row-buffer hit rates improve.

Figure 9(b) shows this effect for several quad-core work-

loads15. On average, the metadata bank gains 37% hit rate

improvement over one where data and tags are co-located

in the same rows. Similar results are seen in 8-core and 16-

core workloads (but not shown here due to space restriction).

What this means from a latency perspective is that even

when the way locator suffers a miss, this organization would

suffer less latency by eliminating a good fraction of row-

buffer activations and precharges.

F. Way Locator Hit Rates

The way locator’s hit rate plays a key role in ensuring

that most requests require just a single DRAM access.

Figure 9(c) plots the way locator hit rates at different

table sizes for selected quad-core workloads. A table size

of K = 14 provides a good trade-off between hit rates

(average: 95%) and table size (77.8K for 128MB cache -

refer Table III). Thus only a small fraction of accesses incur

an additional DRAM access for metadata. At this table size,

8-core workloads achieve an average hit rate of 91%.

15In all cases, the averages are computed over all the workloads even if
not all have been plotted for space reasons.
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Figure 9: Bandwidth, RBH and Way Locator Hit Rate Improvements in Bi-Modal Cache

G. Bi-Modal Adaptation

Bi-modality enables different workloads to tailor the use

of cache space suitably depending on the access characteris-

tics. Figure 10 shows the fraction of accesses that go to small

blocks. There is a wide variation across workloads with Q17
having only 1% of its accesses to small blocks while Q23
has 48% of its accesses to small blocks. This indicates that

the Bi-Modal Cache adapts to workload characteristics well.
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Figure 10: Fraction of Accesses to Small Blocks

H. Energy Savings

We computed the energy consumed using the number of

accesses, DRAM cache hit rate, way locator hit rate, row

buffer hit rates in the cache and main memory, and the

amount of data transferred. Bi-Modal Cache saves off-chip

energy by improving DRAM cache hit rate, and by lever-

aging higher spatial locality in off-chip accesses. While the

baseline (AlloyCache) does not incur any wasted transfers, it

suffers from low spatial locality and causes a high proportion

of off-chip DRAM page activations and precharges. Further,

its direct-mapped organization incurs more evictions.

The fraction of DRAM cache accesses that miss in the

way locator (< 5% in quad-core) may increase energy by

opening two banks. Of these, on average, only about 17% of

accesses require two row-buffer activations (i.e., < 0.85%
of all accesses in quad-core).

Figure 11 plots energy saving realized by Bi-Modal Cache
for 8-core workloads. It achieves overall memory energy

(DRAM cache + main memory) reduction of 11.8% for 8-

core workloads (14.9%, and 12.4% on average in quad, and

16-core workloads respectively) over the baseline.
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Figure 11: Off-Chip Energy Savings in 8-Core

N PREF NORMAL PREF BYPASS
1 9.8% 10.4%
3 8.7% 9.3%

Table VI: Performance (ANTT) Improvement Over Prefetch-

Enabled Baseline

I. Sensitivity

Interaction with Prefetch: Prefetching can potentially

hide the long latency of a cache miss. However, prefetchers

also introduce their own complexity, e.g., wasted bandwidth

if prefetched data was not actually needed, and cache pollu-

tion by evicting useful data early. We explored the effect of

a hardware prefetcher on Bi-Modal Cache by adding a next-
N-lines prefetcher [15] between the LLSC and the DRAM

cache. This prefetcher observes the misses in the LLSC and

initiates prefetching of the next N spatially adjacent cache

blocks (64B) if these blocks are not already present in the

LLSC. We introduced such a prefetcher in both the baseline

(AlloyCache) as well as Bi-Modal Cache. We explored two

settings of N , a conservative prefetcher at N = 1 and an

aggressive prefetcher at N = 3. For the Bi-Modal Cache,

we explored two different implementations of prefetch in

the DRAM cache: (i) prefetch requests are treated exactly

like normal accesses (PREF NORMAL), and (ii) prefetch

requests bypass the DRAM cache if they are misses in

the DRAM cache (PREF BYPASS). Table VI reports the

performance improvements observed in Bi-Modal Cache
relative to the respective prefetch-enabled baselines in quad-

core workloads. This shows that the benefits of Bi-Modal
Cache hold even in the presence of prefetching, with the

smallest average gain being 8.7%.



Cache Size, Block Size and Associativity: We explore

the performance benefit of Bi-Modal Cache with different

cache sizes, block sizes and associativity. Figure 12 shows

that this organization is able to exhibit performance benefit

at both smaller (64MB) and larger (512MB) caches, with

smaller (256B) and larger block sizes (1024B) and at higher

associativity (8-way). The notation BiModal(X-Y-Z) refers

to the Bi-Modal Cache of size X , big block size Y and

big block associativity Z. All the improvements are over

corresponding-sized AlloyCache configurations.
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Figure 12: Sensitivity Study

VI. RELATED WORK

In Sections II and III-A, we have already contrasted our

work with recent DRAM cache organizational studies [8],

[3], [4], [5]. The work in [6] aims to filter out infrequently

used pages and cache only the few hot pages. In our work,

we found that the proportion of hot pages can be substantial

(as seen from Figure 2) thereby reducing or even eliminating

opportunities for significant filtering. In [16], a DRAM

cache organization that balances out cache and off-chip

bandwidths is proposed to prevent a disproportionate load

on the DRAM cache. This work is orthogonal to the ideas

discussed in our proposal. The works in [17], [18] address

SRAM cache line sizing in the presence of stacked DRAM

main memory. Techniques related to SRAM cache line

sizing assume that tag overheads are low, access times are

small and that data movement/layout changes are affordable.

These are all severe constraints in the DRAM cache space.

There are quite a few works that discuss 3D stacked memory

issues such as TSV bandwidth, resilience, and power [19],

[20], [21], [22] that are orthogonal to the issues addressed

in our work.

There are a number of studies around SRAM cache

organizations [23], [24], [25] with the goals of achieving

better hit rates, and latencies in multi-core systems. In [23]

a variable-granularity cache organization at the L1, L2 levels

is proposed to utilize space more efficiently. The proposed

mechanisms are costly for implementation at the DRAM-

Cache level both from a metadata storage as well as from

hit, and miss evaluation cost. In [24], block utilization is

tracked and dead blocks are used to retain useful victims

from other sets. Similarly, the work in [25] proposes to

organize the likely eviction candidates at small granularity

retaining only the likely useful sub-blocks. At the DRAM

cache level, we found very little benefit of retaining evicted

(or likely to be evicted) blocks in a victim cache since there

was very little temporal reuse.

Cache way prediction/memoization has been applied at

the L1 and L2 levels [26], [27], [28], [29] to reduce energy

at some trade off to access latency. Although the idea of way-

prediction is old and well-known, we believe it has more

role to play in the realm of DRAM caches and ours is the

first work to leverage this idea at the DRAM cache level to

reduce cache access latency significantly.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we presented a DRAM cache organization

that achieves improved cache hit rate, row-buffer hit rate,

hit latency and off-chip memory bandwidth. By separating

out the metadata into its own bank and using a way locator

to point to the correct data location, the Bi-Modal Cache
achieves hit latency reduction while also enabling metadata

to reside on DRAM. This separation has the added benefit of

improving the row-buffer hit rate. By organizing the cache

sets to accomodate two sizes, the Bi-Modal Cache reduces

wasted off-chip bandwidth as well as internal fragmentation.

These combine to deliver improved performance. Overall,

the Bi-Modal Cache improves ANTT by 10.8%, 13.8% and

14% for 4, 8, and 16-core workloads, over an aggressive

baseline.
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